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Television's ghost hunters share all of their true stories of unexplained phenomena. These stories are both fascinating and frightening.
Dare to investigate Long Island's most haunted places to experience real ghosts! Pursue a dreaded headless ghost at Lakeview Cemetery in Patchogue Village that rises from the grave and chases girls! Feel the penetrating eyes and see the deathly white face of a mysterious phantom lurking in the shadows of Houdini's grave at Machpelah Cemetery in Ridgewood, Queens. Then witness a specter at Pine Hollow Cemetery in Oyster Bay, where a man dressed in a black cape appears and disappears in apparitional mists moving amid the graves. But nothingnothing!can prepare you for the ghosts of Sweet Hollow
Road in Melville as they float around you in the pitch black night on this lonely country roadthe very place the ghost, Mary, is known to dwell!
The renowned paranormal investigator and ghost hunter shows tourists, residents, and even nonbelievers where to encounter spirits in the City of Angels. As useful to the paranormally curious as to locals and adventurers seeking new and unusual spots, Ghost Hunter s Guide to Los Angeles shows you how and where to seek out the supernatural in Los Angeles and surrounding areas̶from Hollywood to Long Beach as well as destinations in nearby San Diego and Santa Barbara. Suggested stops include familiar locations such as Forest Lawn Memorial Park Cemetery, Catalina Island, Grauman s Chinese
Theatre, Lookout Mountain, and missions like Mission San Juan Capistrano, Mission San Buena Ventura, and more. Many other suggested adventures refer to sights where ghosts of movie stars like Marilyn Monroe, Montgomery Clift, and Howard Hughes have been seen. There are also numerous anecdotes and leads for exploring more obscure supernatural entities like the murdered waitress, the ghost protester,
indigenous ghosts, and many other seemingly anonymous spirits around the Los Angeles area. The appendix is full of references for further exploration, including a list of local ghost
tours, historical societies and museums, and an exhaustive list of suggested books, Internet resources, films, and national organizations relating to ghostly communications. A handy sighting report form is included to assist witnesses in the case of an encounter. Jeff Dwyer has done it again. Easily one of the best Ghost Story writers working today. You will never look at the City of Angels the same way. ̶Ray Couch, Southern Ghosts
Dive into the ghostly world of the supernatural with America s leading paranormal investigator Inside, paranormal investigator, star, and executive producer of The Travel Channel's hit series, Ghost Adventures and founder of the award-winning Haunted Museum (Las Vegas most popular attraction), Zak Bagans takes readers on an exciting journey into the supernatural world. With insider information on the history of ghost-hunting to learning about ghosts with all kinds of temperaments, Ghost-Hunting For Dummies is peppered with true accounts and stories from Bagans' famous cases and
investigations. Featuring expert advice on picking a haunted location, setting up cameras, and dealing with unwieldy ghosts, this book shows how today's investigators use the tools of modern science to study a wide range of paranormal activity. Take an exciting adventure into the supernatural world Explore haunted sites Get messages from beyond the grave Read true accounts from famous cases and investigations If you're one of the countless fans of Ghost Adventures itching to get off the couch and track some spirits on your own, this book provides everything you need to know to conduct a successful
paranormal investigation.
True Stories of Unexplained Phenomena from The Atlantic Paranormal Society
The Essential Guide to Investigating Reports of Ghosts & Hauntings
Ghost-Hunting For Dummies
Most Haunted Live!, Paranormal State, Ghost Adventures, Most Terrifying Places in America, Ghost Hunters, Ghost Lab, Gho
Ghost Hunter's Guide to Los Angeles
Ghost Hunting

America is full of haunted places. Find out why these fifteen places were selected as THE MOST HAUNTED. Each chapter is laid out in an easy-to-read format and includes a detailed and fascinating history and documented paranormal activities. The book contains thirty photographs, lots of fun facts, and visitor information. This includes addresses, tips, accessibility, and websites. Discover the history and ghosts who haunt these places: Trans-Allegheny Lunatic Asylum...where experimental lobotomies were performed. Moon River Brewing Company...learn why no one is
allowed to go to the top floor where the ghost resides. Shanghai Tunnels...where men and women were kidnapped and forced into servitude. Pirates' House...where pirate ghosts still demand rum. Ohio State Reformatory...even though it has been closed for a long time, some prisoners remain incarcerated here. ...and much more!
Ghost Hunt 2 has more ghosts, more cases, and more chills! Is Alcatraz prison really haunted by ghostly inmates--or is something in the air causing hallucinations? Can the ocean be haunted? Are glowing red eyes in the woods just an animal--or something more sinister? Unlock these mysteries and many more in this chilling collection of terrifying tales based on real cases from The Atlantic Paranormal Society. Find more details and tips on ghost hunting than ever before!
A Ghost Hunter's Guide to the Most Haunted Places in AmericaSafari Pub
Seattle may not be as old as some would expect from a haunted city. But it has a large number of haunted sites and stories. Spooked in Seattle will lead readers on a journey through Seattle’s neighborhoods and reveal the city's public locations, history, and tales of strange encounters. For those who love to venture off into corners in search of ghosts and the unknown, this book will set readers forth in the right direction. Spooked in Seattle features more than 150 haunted locations, historic and contemporary photos, top ten questions about ghosts, Seattle's top ten most
haunted places, location maps and addresses, Seattle history and haunted facts, Seattle cemeteries and tombstone symbols, and more. Spooked in Seattle presents many locations throughout the city that are believed to be haunted, claim to have ghosts, or have undergone investigation. All of these stories are broken down into sections based on the city’s neighborhoods with corresponding addresses to make finding them easier for the ghost enthusiasts. Maps and photos help bring to life the locations, making the Seattle ghosthunting experience easy and enjoyable.
Ghost Hunter's Guide to California's Gold Rush Country
Ghost Hunting for Beginners
Archives of A Ghost Hunter II
The Ghost Hunter's Survival Guide
True Stories from the World's Most Famous Demonologists
On the Trail of Mediums, Dowsers, Spirit Seekers, and Other Investigators of America's Paranormal World

Ghosts know no season, respect no boundaries, and offer no mercy. Ed and Lorraine Warren, the world s most famous and respected demonologists, have devoted decades to exploring, authenticating, and conclusively documenting countless cases of otherworldly phenomena. Bestselling books and hit motion pictures, including The Amityville Horror, A Haunting in Connecticut, The Conjuring, and
Annabelle, have been inspired by the Warrens extraordinary real-life experiences with the supernatural. From the grounds of the United States military academy at West Point, New York to the backwoods of Tennessee, Ghost Hunters chronicles their first-hand confrontations with the unknown, the unholy, and the unspeakable. Here are the accounts of teenage girls who trifled with Satanism and
s ances, only to fall victim to the most horrifying of spirits... A village terrorized by a murderous, unstoppable force too evil to be anything but Hell-born... A family s home besieged by the relentless, destructive
Chasing the unseen has become a popular pastime but most ghost hunters are unaware of the very real harm that can be done by malevolent human spirits, non-human entities, and a host of astral parasites. This guide from medium and paranormal investigator Michelle Belanger features proven protection techniques-and for the skeptics out there, highlights how the methods also work on a
psychological level. You'll get straightforward instruction on arming yourself with an array of essential techniques: Perform psychic cleansings Remove attachments Protect dreams Shield spaces Ward to protect a home Remove and bind spirits Cope with spirit possession Woven through each chapter is a gripping, true account of a ghost investigation conducted by Belanger, which provides a
framework for understanding when to use these potent defense strategies. Praise: "Michelle Belanger is without a doubt the go-to person for paranormal enthusiasts looking to learn more."—Ryan Buell, founder of the Paranormal Research Society "I highly recommend this book to all those who truly wish to gain respect as a ghost hunter of integrity."—Brad Steiger, author/coauthor of 170
books on paranormal and metaphysical subjects, including Real Ghosts, Restless Spirits, and Haunted Places "I certainly never thought I needed a book like this, but Michelle has lots of practical advice that even we skeptics can use to keep our heads in order."—Adam Selzer, author of Your Neighborhood Gives Me the Creeps
Combining spine-tingling stories, documented evidence, and interviews with some of the top names in paranormal investigation—including the stars of TV’s “Ghost Hunters,” “Ghost Adventures,” and more—America’s Most Haunted gives you a terrifying chance to tour our nation’s most famous haunted places... Throughout the United States, there are places haunted by souls both malevolent and
benign. Places where paranormal activity runs rampant. Places where we can glimpse the other side. In America’s Most Haunted, “Haunted Housewife” investigator Theresa Argie and journalist Eric Olsen team up to take you on a first-person tour of some of America’s most active paranormal hotspots. Experience the crawl through the death tunnel where visitors have reported sightings of an
inhuman creature that creeps along the walls and ceilings. Walk the decks of the Queen Mary with the hundreds of souls that met their ends in watery graves. And get to know the spirits that wait in jails, mansions, lunatic asylums, and even a stately old hotel. Are you brave enough to take a look?
A guide to American ghosts and haunted places lists over one thousand locations across all fifty states, with information on how to schedule tours and what to expect.
Long Island's Most Haunted
Who they are and what they do
A Haunted Handbook
Everything You Need to Know to Get Started
The Ghost Hunter's Guidebook
How to Investigate Paranormal Activity from Spirits and Hauntings to Poltergeists
Since the first edition came out in 2009, this has been the go-to book for anyone interested in haunted cemeteries. Fiona Broome has been investigating haunted places for more than 20 years. She knows what she's talking about. Fiona's book is vital reading, whether you're interested in a ghostly encounter for a "good scare," for paranormal research, or as a spiritual calling to help
trapped souls "cross over." It's the kind of book that belongs on every ghost hunter's bookshelf. It's a how-to manual and an important reference book. Beginners will learn how to find local haunted cemeteries that are free (and legal) to visit. New ghost hunters will discover the tips & tricks that professionals use to find the most haunted cemeteries -- and the ghosts in them -quickly and easily. In a way, this book is a quick (but thorough) course in ghost hunting at haunted cemeteries, taking readers from absolute beginner to confident researcher in a short amount of time. Professionals will discover Fiona's best-kept secrets to identifying the most active, haunted cemeteries and the "hot spots" in them. Ms. Broome shares tips to locate "sinners'" graves at
church and community cemeteries. She also explains two fast & easy ways to find some of the most active graves as soon as you walk through the cemetery gates. Whether you're conducting your own research, training a team, or conducting a ghost-related event, you'll enjoy Fiona's useful ghost hunting tips and insights. Read this book to find real ghosts in your community, and have
unforgettable (and perhaps eerie) encounters with the spirit world.
A leading psychical researcher takes an in-depth look at ghost hunters, both past and present. Who are these intrepid explorers of the unknown? How do they probe and examine the realms of the seemingly inexplicable? What are their conclusions? In fascinating detail, Peter Underwood profiles the lives and adventures of some of the most famous names in psychical investigation.
“Ghosts are always hungry,” someone once said—and no one knows how ravenous they really are more than Ed & Lorraine Warren, the world’s most renowned paranormal investigators. For decades, Ed and Lorraine Warren hunted down the truth behind the most terrifying supernatural occurrences across the nation... and brought back astonishing evidence of their encounters with the unquiet dead.
From the notorious house immortalized in The Amityville Horror to the bone-chilling events that inspired the hit film The Conjuring, the Warrens fearlessly probed the darkness of the world beyond our own, and documented the all-too-real experiences of the haunted and the possessed, the lingering deceased and the vengeful damned. Graveyard chronicles a host of their most harrowing, factbased cases of ghostly visitations, demonic stalking, heart-wrenching otherworldly encounters, and horrifying comeuppance from the spirit world. If you don’t believe, you will. And whether you read it alone in the dead of night or in the middle of a sunny day, you’ll be forever haunted by its gallery of specters eager to feed on your darkest dread. Don’t miss the Warrens’ latest film
“Annabelle” in theaters now.
If you're one of the countless fans of ghost hunting TV shows itching to get off the couch and track some spirits on your own, this book provides everything you need to know to conduct a successful paranormal investigation. Professional ghost hunter Rich Newman shares proven scientific methods, tried-and-true low-tech approaches, and the latest technology used by the pros. You'll learn
what ghosts are, why hauntings occur, the different types of supernatural phenomena, and the importance of conducting responsible investigations. Find out how to form a team, interact with ghosts, gather and examine evidence—and what not to do when seeking spirits. Along with helpful hints, insider tips, and seasoned insights gained from Newman's decade of field work, Ghost Hunting for
Beginners is peppered with true accounts of ghost stories from famous cases and the author's own investigations.
Paranormal Reality Tv Series
Ghost Hunter's Guide to the San Francisco Bay Area
Monster Hunters
America's Most Haunted
The Ghost Hunters
Now a major ITV drama starring Rafe Spall. Welcome to Borley Rectory, the most haunted house in England. The year is 1926 and Sarah Grey has landed herself an unlikely new job - personal assistant to Harry Price, London's most infamous ghost hunter. Equal parts brilliant and neurotic, Harry has devoted his life to exposing the truth behind England's many 'false hauntings', and never has he left a case unsolved. So when Harry and Sarah are invited to Borley, they're sure this case will be just like any other. But when night falls
and still no artifice can be found, the ghost hunters are forced to confront an uncomfortable possibility: the ghost of Borley Rectory may be real... A hair-raising fictionalized account of the Borley Rectory haunting, based on contemporary first-hand testimonies.
Covers ghost-hunting investigation techniques, detection equipment, spirit communication, cameras and photo analysis, historical research and more!
For decades ghostly tales have been told across the land of enchantment. New Mexico's macabre past has created its share of phantoms. From by-gone gunfighters and wealthy socialites to murdered prostitutes and children, their tragic lives have left an imprint in time and legend. For 20 years ghost investigator Cody Polston has searched New Mexico's famous haunted locations for evidence of the supernatural. Now, for the first time, the complete findings of all of his investigations are revealed. The ghost stories and history of
New Mexico's most haunted places are fascinating, but are they really haunted by ghosts?
Ghosts and spirits abound in western Oregon. The imprints of pioneers, soldiers, prostitutes, and murder victims haunt the places they trod in life, searching for loved ones, reliving joyful times, protecting favorite haunts, and seeking revenge. This guide, history, and comprehensive how-to offers tantalizing information about the lives, deaths, and locales of the Portland area's lingering past. Areas include Central Portland, East Portland communities, Vancouver and North Portland, communities south of Portland, and Oregon's
coastal communities. The infamous Shanghai Tunnels have long reverberated with the screams of kidnapped victims, doomed to a brief life of forced servitude. Lone Fir Cemetery is visited to this day by the spirits of the Chinese laborers, mental asylum inmates, and Civil War veterans who rest there. Thelma Taylor can sometimes be felt in Cathedral Park, under the St. John Bridge. Historical hotels still host the spirits of guests who died, sometimes by their own hand. Opera houses and ballrooms tell a happier story: the imprints
left by decades of entertainment and energy can be felt even now. These sites, and many others, are vividly described, and entries include locations and contact information. Informative sections cover what a ghost is, how it can manifest, ideal ghost sighting conditions, and types of imprints. Techniques included are preliminary historical research, physical and mental preparation, and the two primary schools of ghost hunting: the technical and psychic methods. The technical method section covers equipment use and
suggestions, and the psychic method section discusses using your intuition and sensitivity to sense phenomena. Helpful appendixes include a sighting report form; suggested readings, videos, and websites; a list of tours and events; and a collection of area museums and historical societies.
A Ghost Hunter's Guide
A Ghost Hunter's Guide to the Most Haunted Places in America
Hunting the Dead
Spooked in Seattle
Protection Techniques for Encounters With The Paranormal
The Ghost Hunting Guide for the Living

Originally published in 1963, this is a collection of true, authenticated accounts of experiences with “living” ghosts, written and compiled by the nationally recognized authority on psychic phenomena, Hans Holzer. This is a fascinating, astounding collection of the weird and inexplicable, including reports on: —The after-death messages from murdered financier Serge Rubinstein —The Bank
Street ghost, discovered by a New York Times reporter —The falling mural of Artist John La Farge —The rendezvous with Houdini Fully documented reports of events guaranteed to confound the believer and non-believer alike...Occurrences in the realm of psychic phenomena that defy the laws of nature! UNBELIEVABLE YET TRUE... “True stories of ghosts and poltergeists...not the figment of the
author’s imagination.”—Nashville Banner “Unusual reading.”—Camden Courier-Post “If your interest has come to the advanced stage of scientific investigation of the occult, this book is your meat.”—Sacramento Union “Fascinating reading...”—The Hollywood Reporter “Enthralling...guaranteed to amuse, amaze, baffle and entertain.”—Appleton Post Crescent “Packed with spine-tingling
stories.”—San Francisco Call Bulletin
Do ghosts exist? What about the Bigfoot, or Skinwalkers? And how will we ever know? Journalist Tea Krulos spent over a year travelling nationwide to meet individuals who have made it their life's passion to hunt down evidence of entities that they believe exist, but that others might shrug off as nothing more than myths, fairytales, or overactive imaginations. Without taking sides in
the debate, Krulos joins these believers in the field, exploring haunted houses, trekking through creepy forests, and scanning skies and lakes as they collect data on the unknown—poltergeists, chupacabras, Skunk Apes (Bigfoot's stinky cousins), and West Virginia's Mothman. He even attends an attempted exorcism. Along the way, he meets a diverse cast of characters—true believers,
skeptics, and hoaxers, from the credible to the quirky. It is hard not to be swept up in the investigators' never-wavering enthusiasm, and Krulos has a couple of hair-raising encounters along the way, ones that make him second-guess his own beliefs. Yet in the end, he leaves it to the reader to decide: are these people onto something, or are they tilting at supernatural windmills? Tea
Krulos is a freelance journalist and author of Heroes in the Night and the blog of the same name. He lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
It’s not hard to find restless spirits in the Big Easy. Let the popular paranormal investigator guide you through its winding streets and history. Newly revised and updated, this installment in the much-acclaimed Ghost Hunter’s Guide Series is designed for locals, new residents, and travelers seeking the haunted history of the Crescent City and nearby locations. Detailed descriptions
and historical background for more than two hundred locations guide readers to sites where they might encounter ghostly apparitions. Sites and spirits in the Garden District and French Quarter include the ghosts of voodoo priestesses, victims of yellow-fever epidemics, several well-known French Quarter restaurants, and the famous Lalaurie Mansion, thought to be the most haunted house in
New Orleans. A section on City Park, the Faubourg Marigny, and nearby Chalmette, the site of the Battle of New Orleans, is also provided. A chapter dedicated to day trips suggests the paranormal possibilities awaiting travelers destined for the famous River Road plantations and Baton Rouge. Praise for Jeff Dwyer’s Ghost Hunter’s Guide to the San Francisco Bay Area “While sometimes
scary, [the ghost stories] more often serve as reminders of the sometimes quirky, and oftentimes tragically haunting, history of the people of California.” —The Reporter (Vacaville, CA) “I thought I knew everything about the wine country, but I apparently overlooked the protoplasmic ‘walk by night’ world.” —Mick Winter, author of The Napa Valley Book
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 29. Chapters: Most Haunted Live!, Paranormal State, Ghost Adventures, Most Terrifying Places in America, Ghost Hunters, Ghost Lab, Ghost Stories, Ghost Hunters International, Fact or Faked: Paranormal Files, Scared!, MTV's Fear, Scariest Places on Earth,
Destination Truth, Beast Legends, Paranormal Cops, Ghost Hunters Academy, Celebrity Paranormal Project, Dead Famous, Derek Acorah's Ghost Towns, The Girly Ghosthunters, The Othersiders, Most Haunted: Midsummer Murders, Rescue Mediums. Excerpt: Most Haunted Live was a spin-off of the paranormal reality television series Most Haunted and was also produced by Antix Productions. The show
consists of paranormal investigations broadcast live over a period of one or more nights, usually with interactive sections that involve the viewer. The first episode of Most Haunted Live was broadcast on October 31, 2002, from Dudley Castle and was produced jointly by Antix and Hanrahan Media. The next seven live events were produced by Hanrahan; however the eighth was produced by
Antix, as Hanrahan had changed large amounts of the format, replacing the original Most Haunted music cues with their own versions and changing the styles of cameras and editing, making them inconsistent with the Most Haunted episodes. Antix's first solo production of Most Haunted Live was a grand affair with a large set, the original Most Haunted music and all the crew involved
(Hanrahan only involved Yvette, Derek and Phil from the episode team). The first Most Haunted Live show aired for only one night but now are usually broadcast over a period of three nights. The first exception was the Halloween 2005 show in London, which was broadcast for four nights. Since then there have been live shows which have lasted five nights (Halloween 2007 & Turin 2008),
seven nights (Halloween 2008 and Liverpool 2009)and eight nights...
New Mexico's Most Haunted EXPOSED
A Brief Guide to Ghost Hunting
Archives of a Ghost Hunter
Irish Ghosts: A Ghost Hunters' Guide
Over 1000 Haunted Places You Can Experience
The Groundbreaking Classic of Paranormal Investigation
What are the qualities which make an ideal ghost hunter? You need to be part detective, part investigative reporter, a scientist, with a measure of the psychologist thrown in… In this book, which is the first real guide to the hunting of ghosts, Peter Underwood manages to cover just about eery aspect of this intriguing and mystifying subject. Starting from an explanation of the various kinds of ghosts, various kinds of hauntings and the many types of location in which ghosts, poltergeists and associated phenomena
occur. He examines in detail methods of investigation, the use of specialist equipment, including a special section on the photography of ghosts, and the associated questionnaires and documentation needed in order to carry out a bona fide and exhaustive research into the haunting. At this point he takes the reader through a step-by-step investigation of a haunting, bringing in the above specialist equipment and paying particular attention to the singular problems associated with poltergeists. Then, having
learned the lessons, he looks at aspects of ghost hunting in Britain, Europe, North America, Australasia and the Far East, ending up with a calendar of ghosts and their hauntings. The author's authority and specialist knowledge in this subject makes The Ghost Hunter's Guide a unique and important book in the investigation of those phenomena which we cannot yet fully explain.
This guidebook offers armchair entertainment and open-road adventure for casual and serious ghost hunters as well as tourists who seek a lively twist to local history. It is a detailed book about places that are accessible to the public. More than 70 haunted sites in California's Gold Rush Country are described in this guide.
There has been an upsurge in books, television programmes, films and websites exploring the reality or otherwise of the spirit world. Not since the founding of The Ghost Club in 1862 and the Society for Psychical Research in 1882 has ghost hunting been so popular. Television and the internet, in particular, have fueled this new level of interest, creating a modern media phenomenon that spans the globe. But while the demand for information is high, good information remains scarce. A Brief Guide to Ghost
Hunting leads us through the process of ghost hunting, from initially weighing the first report, to choosing equipment, and investigating and identifying the phenomena, with an analysis of the best places to go looking, methods of contacting the spirit world, how to explain paranormal activity and, crucially, how to survive the encounter. However, it is also a book about ghost hunting itself, drawing on 130 years of research in the cavernous archives of the Society for Psychical Research and even older history to
find the earliest ghost stories. A Ghost Hunting Survey makes use of interviews with those billing themselves as ghost hunters to find out their views, motivations and experiences. New and original research makes use of statistics to map the nebulous world of apparitions while a Preliminary Survey of Hauntings offers an analysis of 923 reported phenomena from 263 locations across the UK. This is, as far as possible, an objective presentation of ghosts and ghost hunting. It is no wonder that mainstream science
largely refuses to deal with the subject: it is too complicated. Without trying to convince you of any viewpoint, this book is intended to help you understand more.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Poision Squad and The Poisoner's Handbook tells the amazing story of William James's quest for empirical evidence of the spirit world What if a world-renowned philosopher and professor of psychiatry at Harvard suddenly announced he believed in ghosts? At the close of the nineteenth century, the illustrious William James led a determined scientific investigation into "unexplainable" incidences of clairvoyance and ghostly visitations. James and a small group of eminent
scientists staked their reputations, their careers, even their sanity on one of the most extraordinary quests ever undertaken: to empirically prove the existence of ghosts, spirits, and psychic phenomena. What they pursued—and what they found—raises questions as fascinating today as they were then.
Ghost Hunter
The Ghost Hunter's Guide
The Victorian Ghost Hunter's Casebook
Methods of Ghost Chasing
Ghost Hunter's Guide to Portland and the Oregon Coast
Ghost Hunt 2: MORE Chilling Tales of the Unknown
“Fans of hauntings and ghost stories who are heading towards San Francisco will love this comprehensive guide to the Bay Area’s most eerie spots.” —Fabuloustravel.com Ghost-hunting hobbyist Jeff Dwyer has devised a guide that allows the phantom-seeker in all of us to add spirit sleuthing to our list of typical tourist activities. Ghost Hunter’s Guide to the San Francisco Bay Area highlights more than one hundred haunted spots in and around San Francisco, all accessible to the public, where you can research and organize your own ghost hunt. Complete with handy checklists, procedural tips, and anecdotal evidence of previous
sightings at each location, the guide is an inquisitive and informative supplement to—or replacement for—traditional tourist guidebooks of the Bay Area. Whether readers visit familiar haunts such as Alcatraz, Angel Island, Fisherman’s Wharf, or lesser-known locations such as the USS Hornet, the Old Bodega Schoolhouse, or the First and Last Chance Saloon, all are sure to encounter places and consider possibilities unexplored by the average visitor. With advice on what to do with a ghost, what to do after the ghost hunt, and other telekinetic tidbits, this guide encourages travelers to be attentive and imaginative, willing to take
that extra spirit-sighting step. For the curious armchair traveler, it is lively twist on Bay Area history and landmarks. “While sometimes scary, [the ghost stories] more often serve as reminders of the sometimes quirky, and oftentimes tragically haunting, history of the people of California.” —The Reporter (Vacaville, CA) “I thought I knew everything about the wine country, but I apparently overlooked the protoplasmic ‘walk by night’ world.” —Mick Winter, author of The Napa Valley Book
Why are so many people fascinated by ghosts? To answer that question, this book investigates haunted locations throughout the country. The author interviews scores of people who have had paranormal encounters and combines case reports of actual hauntings. Readers will enjoy learning about phenomena such as a ghost hunt in a Connecticut coffee shop, spending the night with a ghost at Florida’s historic St. Francis Inn, and the search for the headless inmate at West Virginia’s Moundsville State Penitentiary. This book is perfect for fans of the paranormal.
"In Ghosthunters, John Kachuba explores some of America's great haunts while he introduces us to the people who actually go searching for ghosts. His writing takes the reader on a haunted journey—it's like riding shotgun with him while he creeps through haunted asylums, abandoned farmhouses, and historic battlefields, and speaks with some of the biggest names in this field of study. If something goes bump in the night, have no fear—John Kachuba won't be far behind." —Jeff Belanger, founder of Ghostvillage.com and author of The World's Most Haunted Places Why do ghosts fascinate so many people? To answer that
question, writer and paranormal researcher John Kachuba aka “The Ghosthunter” investigates haunted locations throughout the country and interviews scores of people who have had paranormal encounters. The author discovers a growing interest in ghosts today, which has spurred an American pop culture phenomenon based on the supernatural. Combining his case reports of actual hauntings, discussions with leading figures in the paranormal world, and stories about related subjects–buying ghosts on eBay, buying and selling haunted houses, ghost tourism–Ghosthunters presents an intriguing and witty look at America’s
paranormal world. Set off down the trail of the paranormal and read about: A ghost hunt in a Connecticut coffee shop with lay religious demonologist David Considine. Spending the night with the ghost of Miss Lily at St. Augustine, Florida’s historic St. Francis Inn. Spiritualist minister Rev. Rose Vanden Eynden’s abilities to talk with the dead. The search for the headless inmate on a ghost hunt at West Virginia’s Moundsville State Penitentiary.
Untraceable whispering voices.Gnome-like spirits who walk through walls.A room that glows with an eerie, life-draining light.Disembodied footsteps that climb stairs but never descend.A house with doors that open by themselves-even when locked.After a period of strong skepticism among writers and intellects regarding the reality of ghosts, the Victorian era (1837-1901) revitalized interest in seriously exploring houses and other locations alleged to be haunted. The paranormal investigators, including Charles Dickens and Arthur Conan Doyle, chronicled their methods and discoveries. Equipped with little more than candles,
patience, and perhaps a flask of brandy, these men and women laid a foundation for the ghost hunters of today.The Victorian Ghost Hunter's Casebook presents some of the most intriguing, most frightening, and most charming of the chronicles left behind. Ghostlore scholar Tim Prasil provides an Introduction about what motivated the Victorians to investigate spectral manifestations, along with the history of ghost hunters that preceded them. He also provides enlightening details on twelve ghostly cases located in Britain, and an Appendix with two more ghost hunts held in the United States during the Victorian era.
The Ghost Hunter's Field Guide
Ghost Hunting in Haunted Cemeteries
Ghosthunters
101 Ghost Hunting Questions, Answered
True Stories From the World's Most Famous Demonologists
Revised Edition
Researching the unseen. Paranormal investigation. Ghost hunting. No matter what you call it, it has always been fascinating to explore the paranormal world, but how does one go about it, exactly? What can you expect to see and experience? What kind of equipment do you need, and can you afford it? There are so many questions any ghost hunter would ask, and "The Ghost Hunting Guide for the Living" is here to answer them. This thorough guide will take you through the
history of paranormal study, teach you about the possible types of encounters and the methods for hunting ghosts with equipment you might already have or can find affordably and with ease. What's more, in order to help you stay on track, "The Ghost Hunting Guide for the Living" will provide you with a checklist and a worksheet, so you'll always know where you stand. With this book, you can step into the world of paranormal activity with confidence. Ghost hunting will no
longer be just something you watch on TV: you'll be doing it on your own, exploring, investigating, and learning, and soon you'll be telling your own tales of the unseen, too.
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Download Free The Ghost Hunters: The Most Haunted House In England
Fifty years before The Conjuring, Paranormal State, Ghost Hunters, Insidious and Most Haunted, there was Hans Holzer—a man known as the “Father of the Paranormal.” Holzer pioneered ghost-hunting methods still used today, and brought ghosts and ghost hunting into popular culture in the second half of the twentieth century. Ghost Hunter presented some of the first-ever case studies of haunting investigations, taken from Holzer’s own practice in the New York City
area—ranging from Civil War-era spirits to the tormented ghosts of murder victims. For devoted ghost-hunting aficionados curious about the practice’s history, there is no better place to start than the first book Hans Holzer wrote, Ghost Hunter. This is the classic 1963 book that launched his publishing career and gained him international fame. The prestige edition of the classic, trail-blazing work on ghost hunting will intrigue new fans and longtime devotees alike—part of the
new Tarcher Supernatural Library. The first three titles released in Tarcher's Supernatural Library are Ghost Hunter (by Hans Holzer), Romance of Sorcery (by Sax Rohmer) and Isis in America (by Henry Steel Olcott).
Archives of a Ghost Hunter covers the investigations of the Fox Valley Ghost Hunters on various haunted locations around the USA. Craig Nehring the founder of the team takes you on a journey inside these haunted places and shows you what it is like to be a ghost hunter. We tell you about the little mishaps along the way and brings your closer to the answers of the afterlife. We show you the equipment we use in our investigations.
In Achieves of a Ghost Hunter Volume 2, Craig Nehring who is the founder of Fox Valley Ghost Hunters, and lead investigator Melissa Clevenger takes you to some of the most haunted locations throughout Wisconsin and other states in which the team has investigated. Embark on the investigations of the team from well-known haunted places such as the Sallie House in Atchison, Kansas; Randolph County Asylum in Winchester, Indiana; Mineral Springs Hotel in Alton, Illinois;
and Summerwind in Land O' Lakes, Wisconsin. Also included in the book are chilling stories of haunted locations that are not as familiar, such as, Groppi's in Bay View, Wisconsin or The Preston Residence in Marquette, Kansas. Hear the stories from The Sheboygan Insane Asylum, which had never been investigated before, so when the Fox Valley Ghost Hunters began investigating, the spirits wanted to be finally heard. From the Chapel, a voice says, "That One," right as Craig is
scratched by an unseen force. Disembodied voices, slamming doors and shadow people are only the beginning of what the team has experienced at the Asylum. The Barclay Cemetery is a beautiful, peaceful cemetery where only children are buried. The team has visited this cemetery on many occasions in the daylight. A late-night drive to the cemetery however offered a whole different experience. Something lurked in the trees across the street watching the teams every move.
As fear forced them to leave, they soon found out, that whatever was there followed them back to the hotel. Experience the investigations of the Fox Valley Ghost Hunters as they journey inside these haunted places and show you what it is like to be a ghost hunter. Feel what they felt from fear to excitement, and some may receive answers that they have been seeking for many years.
the most haunted house in England
Ghost Hunters
William James and the Search for Scientific Proof of Life After Death
A How-To Guide
Ghost Files
Riding with Mediums, Spirit Seekers, and Ghost Hunters
Take a plunge into the heart of ghost hunting. Incredible information never released before gives you more facts, methods, and answers to the questions you have been searching for. This book will give you more information and guidance then any other book in paranormal history. By the time you finish reading this book, you will: become a professional paranormal investigator, learn what legal forms you will need to conduct a paranormal investigation, ghost hunt at shipwrecks, conduct Drive-by ghost shootings, learn the ghost hunting trick to capturing the perfect ghost, know what the most common types of ghosts are, master the most professional paranormal devices of
today, learn how to interview witnesses, use (EVP) and video recordings, ghost Hunt undercover, locate haunted places, learn how to deal with death and fear, detect fake ghost pictures, determine who is telling the truth and who is lying, and much, much more! Read true ghost stories that occurred near you. Learn how to organize and develop case investigations. Take the paranormal investigator test. Make contact with the list of the most successful ghost hunters in the world. Do ghosts exist? This book “proves” it’s possible!
The Atlantic Paranormal Society, also known as T.A.P.S., is the brainchild of two plumbers by day, paranormal investigators by night: Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson. Their hair-raising investigations, fueled by their unique abilities and a healthy dose of scientific method, have made them the subject of a hit TV show: the SCI FI Channel's Ghost Hunters. Now their experiences are in print for the first time, as Jason and Grant recount for us, with the help of veteran author Michael Jan Friedman, the stories of some of their most memorable investigations. The men and women of T.A.P.S. pursue ghosts and other supernatural phenomena with the most sophisticated scientific
equipment available -- from thermal-imaging cameras to electromagnetic-field recorders to digital thermometers -- and the results may surprise you. Featuring both cases depicted on Ghost Hunters and earlier T.A.P.S. adventures never told before now, this funny, fascinating, frightening collection will challenge everything you thought you knew about the spirit world.
Have you ever wondered what ghosts are... and, really, does ANYone know? Or maybe you'd like to start ghost hunting, or even get on a ghost hunting TV show. Professional ghost hunter Fiona Broome - founder of Hollow Hill, one of the Internet's oldest and most popular ghost hunting sites - will answer your questions honestly. In blunt, sometimes funny replies, she shares her opinions, insights, and tips. This book is ideal for beginning and intermediate ghost hunters. Questions (and answers) include: What are ghosts? What is a ghost hunter? How do I start ghost hunting? How can I join a ghost hunting group? What's the best place to go ghost hunting? Why do most ghost
hunters investigate at night? Can a person be followed from place to place by a ghost? Are some people more receptive to ghosts than others? What is the main reason why ghosts haunt houses? What happens to people who actually see a ghost? How can I get on a ghost hunting TV show? Let Fiona be your ghost hunting guide as she answers 101 important questions about ghosts and haunted places. Read this book to find out which ghost hunting questions can be answered... and which are still mysteries.
Embedded with the Paranormal Paramilitary
The Secrets of Famous Paranormal Places
The Collected Cases from Ghost Hunting and Seeking Spirits
On the Trail with Ghost Hunters, Bigfooters, Ufologists, and Other Paranormal Investigators
Ghost Hunter's Guide to New Orleans
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